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KIWIS IN THE CONGO
Les aventures des Geoff et CarolAnne en RDC!
https://www.facebook.com/kiwisintheCongo.DRC
4 June → 14 June
We set off west toward the
Angolan border with two
vehicles loaded with Bibles and
course materials. This was a
first for Carol-Anne and I, as
almost all of our travel in DR
Congo to date has been
northward. We had a great
Conference at Katoka for three
days, then set off to Kolwezi
(about half-way back to
Lubumbashi. I opened up the
Conference by introducing
Living the Gospel, then we left
the Congolese team to
continue on while we headed
back home.
15 June → 12 July
After having a day to rest we
set about making preparations
to head north. The major part
of preparations revolved
around loading materials onto
the truck for the solar install in
the hospital at Mulongo. There
were a few days for them to
rest while Mubunga set off
with the truck so as to get a
good head start on the rest of
us. We followed in the Toyotas
a couple of days later and once
again endured the “road from
hell.” The solar install took 18
days, as we installed hundreds
of metres of cabling as well as
the panels and electronics.
Kiwis In The Congo

A “small group” session at Katoka

Katoka and Kolwezi
The road to Kolwezi was excellent, with seal all the way. From
there on it was not so good, but pretty typical of secondary
roads here. We stayed overnight at Mutshatsha in a motel ($6/
night), then headed further west until we reached Katoka. The
Church Leadership Conference started the next day and we
were blown away at how many people had come along. Some
travelled in from 150km+ and others even came over from
Angola for the event. Around 600-700 adults attended the
morning sessions, then they were joined by about the same
number of children for the afternoon. Kids everywhere! It took
a day for the crowd to get into the discussion format, but once
they did there was no stopping them. Great to see! Once we
finished in Katoka it was back to Kolwezi for another packed
out Conference based around Living the Gospel.

DR Congo
Angola

Zambia
Never trust Google Maps for travelling time!
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Preaching Seminar and Solar Installation at Mulongo
We set off on June 21 for the two-day trip to Mulongo,
expecting the worst. We were pleasantly surprised at how
much the road had been repaired since last year. Unfortunately
that still left a rather tortuous day-long section over “the
mountain,” but we have had it worse. We arrived on the
afternoon of June 22 and began installing the solar panel
frames on June 23. Very hot here at 35+.

A colourful collage from Lubumbashi!

CarolAnne’s Column
Back in Lubumbashi after our
stint in Mulongo. Some firsts for
us there were, rain (it woke us at
2AM) and malaria (me). I’m better
now. Mulongo is the largest
training hospital for Mission
Garenganze, so the solar power
Geoff and the team installed is a
God-send for the doctors. This
year, I was prepping for my
pediatric cerebral malaria
research. Quite sobering as there
were many, many cases of
cerebral malaria, meningitis and
malnutrition. In the 3 weeks we
were there, there were 9 deaths
from CM and meningitis as well
as 4 from malnutrition. It is very
hard at times to realise there is
nothing you can do, but I do
know this—God is good and He
is in control. There were the hard
times but there were also times
of fun and joy. We had a wee
group of kids next door who
became fast friends. Even though
we couldn’t understand each
other, great “conversations” and
laughs were had. Geoff gave me
a photo printer for my birthday
and I gave the maternity mothers
photos of them and their babies.
It seems the hottest thing in
Mulongo while we were there
were my photos. So looking
forward to seeing you all soon.
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The first day of the installation quickly reminded us how
blessed we are in NZ. While we mapped out the best locations
for control gear we came across new life and hope, but also
heart-wrenching sickness and death. One woman in a small
room by herself, suffering lockjaw, severe spasms and heart
problems from tetanus, another suffering from severe
schizophrenia but nothing available to treat her with, children
with cerebral malaria and others suffering from severe
malnutrition. The worst situation on the first day was working
on a rat infested power termination box in a small dark room
with my cell-phone light, while an elderly lady lay on the floor
behind me. She was absolutely emaciated, dying alone on a
thin, tattered mattress, with only the stink of a bedpan for
company. I carry on with my work, in the hopes that we will
make some difference in the bigger scheme of things.
On a brighter note, maternity is busy with women popping out
newborns. Carol-Anne loves this section of the hospital and
gets to chatting with the ladies there. She offers to take
pictures of them with their new babies wrapped up in knitting
from Motueka and Tasman. We print off the pics and give them
back to the new mums, which seems to bring them real joy.
Day two sees us making great progress on the solar, with the
3kW panel bank completed on the surgical ward roof. Frames
for maternity are installed and all major buildings are now
interconnected for power. New babies continue to arrive, but
the lady with tetanus has died. It truly is a different world here.
God continues to encourage and sustain through it all.

The scramble for panel cardboard—better than sleeping on sand!
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